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The measurement and precision at B physics experiment are reviewed by taking into
account of the numbers of B mesons to be produced in the future experimental projects.
With 10
9
or more B mesons we will be able to x the parameters in Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix elements or nd a signal of new physics.
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1 Measurements at B factories
The gauge interaction in the standard model (SM) has been well understood and analyzed
through the experiments so far made. The coming experiments are aimed for the detailed
research of Yukawa interaction and Higgs interaction to fully understand SM and explore
new physics beyond it. The quark avor mixing matrix proposed by Kobayashi and Maskawa
(KM) [1] is closely related to Yukawa and Higgs sector. Precise determination of the KM
matrix elements gives us valuable insight about SM and new physics. The physics of hadrons
containing b quark, so called B physics, is indispensable for the determination of KM matrix
elements concerning with the third generation quarks. So B physics is taken up as one of the





colliders dedicated for B physics are now under construction at KEK
[2] and SLAC [3]. A dedicated experiment is planned by using the proton beam of the ep
collider HERA at DESY [4]. These new experiments will begin physics run in 1999. CLEO





collider CESR at Cornell [5]. The CESR will be upgraded for more luminosity and do
physics run (CESR phase-III). The Tevatron pp collider has also been giving information on
B physics and will be upgraded with main injector [6]. B physics will be explored also at the
high-energy high-luminosity pp collider LHC now under construction at CERN [7]. Above
is summarized in Table 1 with the year and possible number of B meson produced.
year # of B facilities
 2000 10
78









+ LHC-B, Tevatron (Main Injector)
Table 1 : Experimental facilities of B physics and number of B mesons to be produced.
The B physics experiments can be divided into two stages. We get 10
78
B mesons at the
rst stage within this century, where the main goal is to obtain the rst evidence of CP







, which has relatively large branching ratio (O(10
 4
)) and can be










. A decade after the beginning of the
21st century we will obtain more than 10
9
of B, and then we will be able to x the KM
matrix elements more precisely which enables us to explore new physics beyond SM. This
is the second stage. In this paper we summarize the precision of KM matrix determination
when experiments are done well as proposed, and see how new physics search can be made.
To begin with, let us review briey what are measured in B physics experiments. KM



































The matrix V is a 3  3 unitarity matrix in the three generation standard model, so that

















We have so-called unitarity triangle by expressing the above condition in complex plane.
















Figure 1: Unitarity triangle




j have already been




j can be obtained










j because the top quark contribution dominates in the
the box diagram [9]. The length of this side can be calculated by utilizing three generation




j which can be measured through  (b! d)= (b! s)










mixing. The angles can be obtained through the CP















!  or  gives sin 2
2
in the same way [10]. The rest of the angle 
3
can be






















mason is available [10].
2 Precision of measurements
Here we summarize the present status of these measurements [12] and the precision reach in
the coming experiments. The precision is estimated based on the simulation results given in
1996 BELLE progress reports [13] by assuming everything goes well in experimental side.
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There are two notations for the angles of unitarity triangle. The one used here is 
1;2;3
and another (,








j is obtained through semi-leptonic b ! c decay in both inclusive and exclusive modes.
Determination of jV
cb
j by using inclusive mode suers from relatively large (10 %) theoret-
ical uncertainty; calculation of higher order QCD correction, estimation of non-perturbative
eects, values of b quark mass and so on. Heavy quark symmetry allows us less uncertain
determination of jV
cb
j in exclusive mode [14]. The value of form factor at zero-recoil limit
can be predicted from the symmetry. With more statistics exclusive mode should become
promising for the precise determination of jV
cb
j. Present data from exclusive B ! D

l
decay is as follows [15];
jV
cb
j = (34:3 2:4 1:3) 10
 3
; (3)
where the rst error is experimental and the second due to theoretical uncertainty [16].
We now have about 7 % experimental error and 3 % theoretical error concerning on QCD
correction and nite mass correction. The statistical error can be reduced to 0.3 % with 10
8
B
meson due to simulation. Then assuming the systematic error is same order as the statistical
error, the experimental error will be reduced to about 1 % or less. The experimental error
will become negligible in comparison with the theoretical error with more than 10
9
B in the






j is obtained in a similar manner as jV
cb
j by using b ! u semi-leptonic decay. The high
energy lepton at the lepton energy spectrum is used to identify b! u transition in inclusive
mode. CLEO has succeeded in identifying exclusive mode; B ! l, l [17], and got
jV
ub






where the rst and second error is experimental and the third theoretical mainly due to
hadron model dependence. Inclusive mode measurement has given similar value (jV
ub
j =
(3:2  0:8)  10
 3
). We have at present experimental and theoretical errors of both about
20 %. Here heavy quark symmetry cannot be used to get a value of form factor. So large
theoretical ambiguity cannot be avoided with present technique. Experimental error can be
reduced to about 10 % with statistics of 10
8
B mesons. Theoretical error will be dominant











mixing. The accumulated data now
gives the mass dierence between two mass eigenstates of neutral B mesons as
M
B




where the error is experimental only. This 4 % error will be reduced to about 1 % or less
with more than 10
8
B meson. The mass dierence M
B























































perturbative strong interaction which is hard to calculate precisely. Therefore the error in





j is dominated by theoretical uncertainty which is now about 20
% in lattice QCD calculation.





if we assume KM matrix




















































The value of  = jV
us



















mixing, or the ratio of radiative



















and b ! d decay have not yet measured, but will be obtained in the future
experiments. One can expect about 20 % experimental error with 10
8
B mesons. Theoretical
uncertainty lies in the evaluation of SU(3) avor symmetry breaking eect and long-distance
eects. It depends on the theoretical development which of the measurements gives most





























































































 1 + c
d
; (15)






i, which is a good approximation






is almost no direct CP violation (c
d
= 0) in SM because the phase of the penguin amplitude,





] up to tiny correction. Uncertainty in hadron matrix element






















































































). The simulation tells us we get the error (sin 2
1
















!  decay. One
dierence is that there is a penguin contribution which cause direct CP violation here. If we










































in SM. We will get (sin 2
2
) = 0:15 with 10
8
B mesons according to the simulation.
The error will get smaller as statistics increases. When the penguin contribution is not




identication which is a challenge for experiment, and the precision gets worse. We can use







































is a CP eigenstate of












. This is a
6
direct CP violation process where two amplitudes, A(b ! cus) and A(b ! ucs) interfere.






















































up to tiny correction of 
1
in SM. There is no theoretical ambiguity here.






for neutral B and charged B
mode, respectively with 10
8













) is taken freely from 0.1 to 1.0. But it might be more
small, O(10
 2
) [21]. Then the precision gets worse.)
2.7 Precision with 10
9
B
Here we summarize the precision of each measurement. Precision with 10
9
B meson is








































B) < 1 % 3 % < 1 % 0.03  0:05  5

theo. error 3 % 20 % 20 % 0 0 0
Table 2 : Expected precision of measurements
Note that this estimation is optimistic in experiment and no theoretical development is
assumed. The precision of sides is limited by theoretical error which is due to uncertainty in
hadron eect evaluation, while that of angles by experimental error due to small branching
ratio and diculty in identication of decay modes. The experimental error will be able to
get smaller as statistics grows, so the angle measurement seems to be promising for the precise
determination of the unitarty triangle, or KM matrix elements. But there is a possibility
of mis-determination of the unitarity triangle with angle measurement alone if some new
physics exists other than SM [22].
Before closing this section one more comment should be given. Unitarity triangle is often





j. There is about 7 % error in the present value of jV
cd
j [8]. So
we need more precise determination of jV
cd
j in the precise determination of triangle by sides










3 Looking for new physics
Here we discuss how to check SM and explore new physics as the data of unitarity triangle
become available and more precise. At present we have the data of sides and CP violation in
7
K meson mixing. They are consistent with one another in SM. It would be dicult to nd
inconsistency with these data alone without great advance in theoretical treatment even if
the statistics of experimental data gets higher.
After the B factories begin physics run, 
1
will be the rst to be obtained among the three




mixing, so there is a possibility of nding
inconsistency among 
1
and other data. New physics is likely to appear at the loop level as




with dierent phase from that in SM, 
1
deviates from the SM value. For
example, if 
1
should be proved to be negative, it is inconsistent with the CP violation in
K meson system (
K
). In other case it might be found too large to be consistent. They are







has almost the same














Figure 2: Two cases of inconsistency. The measured 
1
is too large in the case (A), negative
in the case (B).
phase with that of SM in multi Higgs model with natural avor conservation and minimal
SUSY standard model [23], so these models are not likely to show up in this stage. While




and might be explored.
With more than 10
9
B meson data the second stage of B physics begins. All the angles
and sides would be obtained then with high precision. Also other data of B physics, radiative
b decays and so on, would be also available then. We can make a systematic study of new
physics search [26].
If the data agree with one another very well, SM is conrmed also in Yukawa sector.
Then we can check the hadron physics by comparing the experimental value with theoretical









, can be obtained




once KM matrix elements are xed by other methods.
It should be compared with the value predicted by lattice QCD. There are many works on the
8
quark mass matrices. We can check the predictions of KM matrix elements, and discriminate
appropriate mass matrices, which is benetable for the explore of higher theory, GUTs and
strings. More severe constraint on new physics is obtained, which gives helpful information




or more B meson data can give a signicant impact on the particle physics. When the
proposed experimental projects on B physics goes well in every respects , we will be able to
obtain 10
9
B in 2010 or so. Then we can x KM matrix elements precisely or nd a signal
of new physics beyond SM. This goal can be attained more shortly if we get more clear
identication of decay modes and theoretical development in hadron physics treatment are
realized. Even in the worst case where only one CP angle (
1
) is obtained, we can nd or




mixing. The second stage of
B physics with 10
9
B will be as promising as LEP experiments.
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